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Pretenses
Pretenses, the story of Coco Nimburu - a
fascinating, bloodthirsty assassin who will
stop at nothing to kill her victims and
artfully baffle the authorities. Enter
Phoenix Perry: a tough, smart, and savvy
FBI Agency known to hold her own
against even the most lethal of criminals.
Phoenix is supposed to be working on a
serial rapist case, but is hand-picked by the
President to find the identity of the
assassin. Soon Phoenix finds that the two
cases may be related - and that the culprit
knows her every move.

False pretenses Define False pretenses at Verb[edit]. pretenses. Informal second-person singular (tu) present
subjunctive form of pretensar. Informal second-person singular (tu) negative imperative form Under false pretense When you operate under a pretense, youre not being honest. Youre pretending. If you say youre going to a party because
youre eager to see your friend, but Pretenses - definition of pretenses by The Free Dictionary pretense definition: US
spelling of pretence. Learn more. Under/on The Pretense Of Definition of Under/on The Pretense Of Abandon/drop all
pretense at definition is - to stop acting or appearing in a way that looks real but is false : to stop pretending. How to use
abandon/drop all Pretense - definition of pretense by The Free Dictionary Synonyms for under false pretense at with
free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for under false Synonyms and Antonyms
of pretense - Merriam-Webster Pretense and pretence mean the same thing. Americans spell it pretense and Brits spell it
pretence. Under False Pretenses - Merriam-Webster Definition of pretense written for English Language Learners from
the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and Understanding False
Pretenses Mens Divorce Definition of pretense in US English - an attempt to make something that is not the case appear
true, a claim, especially a false or ambitious one. Pretense Synonyms, Pretense Antonyms Pretence and pretense are
different spellings of the same word. Pretense is preferred in American English, while pretence is the preferred spelling
in most other On/under False Pretenses - Merriam-Webster pretense??????? ????1??????? [?? a pretense]a????,??.??Its
all pretense. ????????.He made a pretense of affection [. False pretenses definition, a deliberate misrepresentation of
facts, as to obtain title to money or property. See more.
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